Evocavi Rapport Observation Form

Make note of examples in which interviewer used the skills or demonstrated the principles below:

**Rapport-building skills:**

- **Active listening skills** (e.g., TEDS, non-verbals, immediacy behaviors, minimal encouragers, moderate speech, silence/pauses, reflective statements= echoing, reflective-reason, reflective-emotion, double-side reflection, summaries, affirmations, evocation)

- **Self-disclosure**

- **Common ground/similarities**

- **Humor**

- **Reciprocity**

**Motivational Interviewing Concepts**

- **Acceptance** (i.e., listening non-judgmentally, unconditional positive regard)

- **Adaptation** (i.e., being flexible and responsive; going down the rabbit hole if needed)

- **Autonomy** (e.g., providing choices, explicitly acknowledging choice to talk)

- **Empathy** (perspective-getting)

- **Evocation** (i.e., drawing out the “why” - values, beliefs, or motivations)